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Abstract: In this article, we will analyze how we built the research process of a collaborative ethnography with the Stop Evictions Granada 15M Movement (SEG15M). We will begin with a brief contextualization of the housing issues in Spain and the SEG15M movement to explain why we started the co-research experience with the movement. Next, we will clarify the composition, function, and main purposes of the ‘debate groups’ in our research, as well as their particular differences and dynamics concerning other qualitative techniques. Finally, we will focus on two main aspects, participation and communication, which emerged within the debates and later materialized into a transmedia project and the development of a radio soap opera. The latter is a product, and a process, of collaborative work that bridges communication and participation at the intra- and inter-group levels. It is a fictional story that emerges from the common lived experiences of the groups.
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in the 1970s, it is possible to identify profound discussions about the ways of producing knowledge in social sciences. Questions such as the relationship between researchers and the subjects of study, the forms of engagement with specific research situations, or the positions of those involved have been at the center of the debate. Collaborative research (Lassiter 2005; Leyva and Speed 2008; Álvarez Veinguer and Sebastiani 2020), the perspective that underpins the content of this article, is constituted in the heat of these epistemic proposals—participatory action research (Fals Borda 1986; Villasante 2007), feminist epistemologies (Harding 1993; Gregorio 2019), activist-militant research (Malo 2004; Hale 2008; Greenwood 2008), or epistemologies of the South (Santos 2019). Such proposals share the need to abandon the extractive principles of certain social research (Grosfoguel 2016). Collaboration, in this theoretical-methodological proposal, has to do with the fact that the
entire research process—the research design, data production, interpretation, and analysis—is carried out together with the people involved in the research. Introducing the condition of co-labor or co-research implies: i) transforming the relationship between the research subject and the researched object (Holmes and Marcus 2008); ii) transforming the status of the ‘field’ where data collection took place within a space of co-conceptualization (Vasco 2002; Rappaport 2007); and iii) transforming the classic separation between theory and practice (Köhler 2018; Leyva 2018), among others.

How Did We Construct the ‘Whats’ in a Collaborative Ethnography?

We start this article with an epistemological justification for our research process, which was based on our desire to distance ourselves from the extractive ways of conducting traditional research. We did not want to investigate ‘about’ but rather ‘with’ to get to our findings. For this, we had to adopt co-analysis as our main perspective.

If we think about the ‘hows’ of conventional research, or how one is proposed, the initial formative phase is where one defines the ‘whats’ or research questions and objectives. This is usually the ‘desk work’ process (Velasco and Diaz de Rada 2006), carried out by an individual or a group of researchers. Some social scientists consider this phase as ‘pre-research.’ However, this is very debatable due to the epistemological starting points that underlie any research process, referring to the necessities of answering the ‘whys’ and ‘for what’ of the research. These cannot be separated from the ‘whats’ of the methodological framework that any proposal will be built upon. A segment of the so-called desk work is what is known as research design, implying the development of an outline where the objectives are defined and research points are addressed. All the while indicating and justifying the social situations that the researcher wants to investigate, which actors to contact, which places to visit, and what methodologies and techniques to carry out, anticipating the chronology and scheduling of the research. In most cases, desk work is defined as the steps of formulating the objectives and the subject being investigated, and consequently—the ‘how.’ These are the tasks assigned and assumed by the conducting researcher(s). It is this precise first step of defining the ‘whats’ or research questions that we have collectively internalized to question and uncover from its inception, certain extractivist practices that are deeply rooted in more traditional research (Grosfoguel 2016; Santos 2019; Álvarez Veinguer and Sebastiani 2020). Too often in a decontextualized manner and without connections or relations with the desired communities or collectives (even after answering crucial or relevant queries), researchers are distant from the realities, wishes, and necessities of the groups they wish to research.

1 Throughout our research project with Stop Evictions Granada 15M (SEG15M), a movement located in the city of Granada (Andalusia, Spain) that struggles for the right to proper housing conditions, we put in place certain mechanism of active listening that materialized into what we call ‘debate groups.’ A Project: “Emerging processes and communal agencies: the praxis of collaborative social research and new forms of political subjectivation” (I+D+I, State Program for the Promotion of Scientific and Technical Research of Excellence, Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness of the Spanish Government). Reference: CSO2014-56960-P. The project was finalized in December 2018 and was based on different case studies developed from academic centers in Granada, Barcelona, New York, and Veracruz. Regarding the Granada team, although there were only three people who signed the text, it is sustained by a collective process. The rest of the work team is made up of Ariana Aurora Álvarez Veinguer, Rocío García Soto & Antonia Olmos Alcaraz

1 We are differentiating between research done ‘on’ or ‘over’ a movement, group, or community and one conducted ‘alongside’ or ‘with.’

2 Project: “Emerging processes and communal agencies: the praxis of collaborative social research and new forms of political subjectivation” (I+D+I, State Program for the Promotion of Scientific and Technical Research of Excellence, Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness of the Spanish Government). Reference: CSO2014-56960-P. The project was finalized in December 2018 and was based on different case studies developed from academic centers in Granada, Barcelona, New York, and Veracruz. Regarding the Granada team, although there were only three people who signed the text, it is sustained by a collective process. The rest of the work team is made up of Ariana Aurora Álvarez Veinguer, Rocío García Soto & Antonia Olmos Alcaraz
bring into dialogue the common lived experiences and acknowledge the individual narratives of the collective that everyone was a part of. However, at no time did we present pre-formulated objectives or preconceived analytical notions. The intention (our methodological objective) was to activate various intersubjective spaces where we wagered on the ‘encounter’ to start the framing of the ‘whats’ of the research (Álvarez Veinguer and Olmos Alcaraz 2020). Likewise, it was not the initial objective of the aforementioned ‘debate groups’ to conduct an exclusive ex-post analysis on behalf of the researchers of the content being formulated in the groups. Furthermore, and at every turn, we strove to evade the act of speaking ‘on behalf’ or ‘for’ other analysis that emerged in the groups. Instead, we focused on how people narrated their stories and experiences. We believed that in the realm of possibility, co-analysis would articulate the ‘hows’ of the research (Vasco 2002; Rappaport 2007; 2008; Bertely 2018; Köhler 2018).

In summary, the ‘debate groups’ wanted to operate as (1) a space to listen and be heard (something that many people sadly did not have the time due to their everyday life emergencies) and (2) as a means to collectively construct the research and not simply produce an analysis of the group discussions.

In our research, we wanted to approximate a process of daily arrangements and political subjectivation. It was after the ‘collective self-diagnoses’ exercises, throughout 16 ‘debate groups’ held, that participation and communication emerged as two transversal axes that the group considered as not being taken care of within the movement and seemed important to focus on them. In reiterated fashion, two concerns worried people especially—on the one hand, how SEG15M was represented and how it communicated with society at large; and on the other, how to increase the level of engagement and involvement among assembly attendees. Collectively, we began to work on both points.

This article aims to present how we constructed the research process of collaborative research alongside SEG15M. For this, we shall briefly contextualize the housing issues in Spain and the emergence of SEG15M, collective fighting for the right to housing. We shall momentarily go over the assembly procedures of the movement, and in the subsequent section, we will explain the composition and concerns of the various ‘debate groups’ in our research. We will also analyze the ‘hows’ of these groups and their traits and characteristics. In the following section, we will inspect the aforementioned focal points of participation and communication that emerged as the key points to focus and work on in

---

3 The implementation of this experience stems from a previous link between research and activism. In November 2015, we approached two SEG15M neighborhood assemblies, including the one in Zaidín. In both cases, we expressed our research intentions, as well as our commitment to solidarity and support for their struggles. Throughout this time, the research tools deployed in each assembly have been different, as they were adopted to the characteristics of each space. Similarly, our role as committed researchers has been heterogeneous. Some played a more ‘activist’ role, taking on the day-to-day tasks of the collective, as opposed to those who played a more peripheral role in these issues. It is important to underline that some researchers had previous links and relationships with SEG15M that started before this specific project.

4 By this we do not mean that there were no prior objectives or interests on the part of the researchers. In fact, as we have argued in other works (Álvarez Veinguer et al. 2016; Sánchez et al. 2017; Olmos Alcaraz et al. 2018), building collaborative research does not mean accepting just anything, but rather that a collective negotiation process must necessarily be developed with all the people involved in the research. For us, collaboration meant developing knowledge-building experiences that were based on dialogical and horizontal principles.

5 Participation Action Research (PAR) classifies the first phase of any research as the fulfillment of a diagnosis.
the subsequent phases of the research, which later materialized into a transmedia project and a radio soap opera.

**SEG15M and the Struggle for the Right to Housing**

The outbreak of the global financial crisis (2007-2008) had a devastating impact on the Spanish economy. The more prominent consequences were the increase in poverty and unemployment, resulting in the insolvency of thousands of citizens and the immediate increase in evictions. By and large, this was the outcome of five decades of speculation on the Spanish economy and the real estate market.\(^6\) As Harvey and Smith (2005) point out, there was a shift in the circulation of capital: from industrial production to the construction market. It is estimated that between 2008-2019 there were more than 1,000,000 evictions.\(^7\) In the first years of the crisis, evictions were caused by foreclosures. However, the data for 2019 reveal that evictions numbered 68% and were due to rent not being paid (CGPJ 2019; PAH 2019). Andalusia, a region in the south of Spain, where Granada is located, is second to Catalonia in the most affected area for evictions. In 2019, there were 8,806 evictions (CGPJ 2019). This would indicate an average of 25 evictions daily (APDHA 2019). For the city of Granada, in the same year, there were 1,078 evictions, of which 360 were foreclosures and 651 for non-payment of rent, juxtaposed with a socio-demographic context where the unemployment rate was 21.19%, and the at-risk-of-poverty population was 35% (INE 2019).

This social-economic backdrop fueled the creation of SEG15M.\(^8\) The collective was formed from the synergies of the platform for People Affected by Mortgages (PAH) and the 15M movement. It was in the assembly of May 22, in which a charting document was approved and paved the way for the creation of the collective. It asserted “an innate right to housing as a social good over an economical one” (AA.VV. 2016:30 [trans. AA V, RGS, and AOA]). By the end of the year, SEG15M achieved its first victory of an in-lieu-of-payment for an affected individual. By the end of the first year of existence, 70 families had appealed to the group and 14 evictions had been stopped (AA.VV. 2016:14). At the time of writing, the group had 11 committees in various neighborhoods and towns in the Granada region of Andalusia. It is modularly structured with different groups for work, training, and coordination. Its principal tool is the assembly, where cases are reviewed collectively, and two types of demonstra-

---

\(^6\) With the creation of the Ministry of Housing in 1957, housing policies were aimed at purchasing and retaining private properties. As the minister José Luis de Arrese affirmed, it was to turn Spain into a country of owners and not proletarians. Along with the approval of the Spanish Constitution commenced: i) the privatization of the banking sector, ii) the entry into the European Union, and iii) the accession to the Eurozone. These generated a massive influx of foreign investment, returning the Spanish economy to the global market. To this would be added the period of 1996-2007, where the then Spanish governments deregulated the housing market, passing laws that loosen rents, facilitating the requalification and accessibility of land outside Municipal Plans and promoting urban megaprojects (Naredo and Montiel 2010; Gaja 2015). Moreover, with the entry into the Eurozone, and once the currency stabilized, the real estate sector needed to increase the volume of its business to maintain its profits. Office branches were opened across the country, and the minimum solvency criteria for granting mortgage loans was relaxed (Colau and Alemany 2012; Suárez 2014).

\(^7\) For detailed information, see https://afectadosporlahipoteca.com/2020/01/28/desde-2008-se-han-producido-1-002-000-desahucios/.

\(^8\) It should be noted that both SEG15M and the People Affected by the Mortgage Platform (PAH) were not unprecedented. Their origins go back to past movements like the ‘Movement for Dignified Housing’ (2003) or ‘V for Housing’ (2006). Given the length limitations of this paper, for more information, we recommend the works of: Álvarez, Zapata, and Zapata (2014); Colau and Alemany (2012, 2013); Mangot (2013a, 2013b); Mir et al. (2013); Sebastiani, Fernandez, and Garcia (2016).
tive actions that are invoked at either the bank’s branch door or the eviction house, where they halt the expulsion.

Having briefly summarized the financial crisis of 2007 and the socio-economic backdrop where our research takes place, with its ongoing housing predicament that led to the creation of SEG15M, we will next analyze the methodological approach, focusing on one of the techniques used in our work.

The ‘Debate Groups’: Composition and Function

To further our methodological approach, which, in this case, we are denoting as a ‘debate group,’ we will note the methodological basis that guided our design. We shall then reflect on both the continuities and the particularities while maintaining the epistemic position of collaborative ethnography (Rappaport 2007; 2008; Dietz and Álvarez Veinguer 2014; Álvarez Veinguer and Olmos Alcaraz 2020; Álvarez Veinguer and Sebastiani 2020) that pushed us in the way it has.

Methodological Bases: The Birth and Development of ‘Debate Groups’

Our ‘debate groups’ were based on the qualitative research technique of Group Discussion. This investigative social technique, which is qualitative in nature, evolves in our context from the works of Jesus Ibáñez (1979). He refers to group discussions as “places of conversation, where to converse reveals a symbolic elaboration of a collective task, as well as adhering to it, psychologically and socially” (Domínguez and Dávila 2008:98 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). The conversation aspect, as we shall see, became central to our methodological procedure. It seemed fundamental to activate methodological tools that would promote group dynamics, dialogue, and a non-hierarchical structure of exchange of knowledge (Olmos Alcaraz et al. 2018).

We held 16 ‘debate groups’ with three different groups, each session lasting approximately two hours. Some were composed of five people, while others by seven. The sessions were recorded, with the shared needs, concerns, and proposals noted in edited documents that would later be distributed in the fifth and final session. These papers incorporated changes, suggestions, and further proposals that were taken up by the assemblies. On occasions, the groups were fewer than those outlined, something which would not be considered accurate by some methodological approaches similar to our own. However, the lack of time, and the difficulty of doing something as mundane as assisting a session with people who have vulnerable existences and are beset by everyday emergencies, influenced the number of attendees in each session. The groups were designed for either five or seven people, but at times they were three or four. For us, however, this was not a problem. On the contrary, it allowed us to experience sessions where the atmosphere was ‘closer’ and more intimate, with wider opinions and life stories, which, as we understand it, gave further richness and depth to our practices. A lot of trust was generated and even though some individuals missed a session, they were easily incorporated in the following one without any difficulty. Like group attendance, the duration of sessions varied. There were days the meetings started 30 or 40 minutes later than planned (due to waiting

9 A comparative analysis between the techniques of the Discussion Group and the Focus Group can be seen with our proposal of Debate Groups in Álvarez Veinguer and Olmos Alcaraz (2020).
for two or three individuals) or ended an hour later because individuals were still conferring.

The ‘selection’ process for establishing the groups fell outside the criteria of the self-representing groups discussions (Ibáñez 1979). For us, it was important to take into account: (1) the affinity of group members, not bringing together those who did not ‘mesh’ well; (2) everyone knowing each other; and (3) sufficient diversity to match people at different stages of their housing issues, gender balance, experiences, et cetera. Ultimately, we followed the criteria to help people feel comfortable enough to express themselves and speak freely. Our aim was not to “create data, but rather construct processes-relationships-connections” (Álvarez Veinguer and Olmos Alcaraz 2020:124 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]).

Each group used to meet once a week at The Ribera. The selection of this place was purposely done because it was a familiar and comfortable space where the weekly Stop Evictions assemblies for the Zaidín neighborhood of Granada met. We sought to avoid alleged ‘neutrality’ or formal settings for pleasant and familiar ones for the participants, places where comfort and familiarity superseded the cold unknown.

In our ‘debate groups’ there were no expert figure moderators, researchers, nor anyone in charge of eliciting people to speak. Instead, we participated in the debates when we considered we had something to contribute. In other words, the programmatic idea of staying “on the sidelines” during the conversations was incongruous for us, even though we understood what the functional responsibilities were of group dynamics (Ibáñez 1979). As investigators, we were part of the group. In this sense, “more than dialoguing, we strove to listen and to make ourselves be heard as a group” (Álvarez Veinguer and Olmos Alcaraz 2020:122 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). All the while aiming for moderation as accompaniment instead of supervision, we stressed our non-expert status.

In the sessions, we worked on different topics. Although we initially prepared the topic themes for the first meeting, all subsequent sessions were built upon the expressed worries and concerns that would emerge in the debates respectively; from one week to the next. The first session, the one we designed, and to an extent conducted, had two objectives: (a) to know the shared stories about SEG15M from the last five years, and (b) to know the shared stories about its accomplishments. These objectives were worked through across three questions: (1) What are the first memories of SEG15M that you have? (2) Why and how did you get involved with SEG15M and why do you continue your involvement? and finally, (3) What moments do you think are more important in your history as a movement and as a group? We also established session guidelines that were unanimously agreed upon by the group. We agreed to follow the procedural guidelines for all meetings, which were broadly displayed at all times and meetings. The guidelines were as follows: (1) to not lose sight of the objective of debating, analysis, and reflecting about our discussions and practices to strengthen the group; (2) to share relevant first-hand experiences in one’s voice and a respectful

---

As explained, the profiles were very varied. The first group (group A) was made up of seven people, three men and four women aged between 30 and 70. Group B consisted of five people, three women and two men aged between 40 and 50. Group C consisted of six people, two men and four women aged between 30 and 45.

The ‘Local de la Ribera’ is an associational space that began in May 2011. It is located in the popular neighborhood of Zaidín (Granada). It houses various social projects, among which is SEG15M. See: https://colectivolaribera.es/tag/local-de-la-ribera/.
manner, keeping in mind that there might be other perspectives; (3) to mute all electronic devices and avoid entering-exiting or doing so without bothering others; finally, (4) to feel as comfortable as possible to share one’s opinion and listen to one another. The worked topics in the following sessions allowed us to collectively reflect on the meaning and implications of the organization (of a movement) to be a collective, as well as the work completed and what is yet to be done by the group to achieve such. Furthermore, how to take care and engage the people in the movement and aspects relating to the intra-communication between participants, within the movement, and other social agents.

In the sessions, we focused on dialoguing and co-analyzing the emerging questions, attempting to co-interpret the meanings of the covered topics and problems. For the preparation of this last part of the work, we systematically organized all the discussed narrations and shared them in an easy-to-read format to socialize the discussion. This allowed for the debate participants to review and thoroughly acknowledge the material constructed by their group, leading to the final session.

**Methodological Proposal: Potentiality and Innovations**

If we were to highlight something from our methodological model concerning the ‘debate groups,’ it would be, without a doubt, its potentiality to generate listening and co-analysis spaces for the collective. Co-analysis implies “placing the participants’ thoughts in a parallel analysis, instead of considering them as simply ethnographic data” (Rappaport 2007:202 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOAJ]) in which to do our research. An example of this is how the sessions were named ‘debate groups.’ As we write these words, with a social science background and inevitably a professional particularity, we initially believed in implementing the group discussion technique at the start of our project with perhaps some particularities. However, it was the group that decided to name itself a ‘debate group’ and not a ‘discussion.’ It was not a simple word change without any other epistemological implications. Rather, it was a form of more precisely identifying and keeping by the group’s sentiment of “what we were doing there and why.” In other words, with the simple act of self-identifying, “the implicit theory [that is always present] in political practices” (Köhler 2018:411 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOAJ]) was evidenced. We were able to see that one of the core elements of the group was to construct (more so than ‘discuss’) from dialogues and debates. On the other hand, ‘debate groups’ emerged as examples of spaces for constructing meaning from collective shared experiences. Through questioning, listening, and the conversational potential, we reached various collective assents, beyond compromises that allowed us to further construct meaning via co-analyses. As a collective task of the symbolic elaboration (Domínguez and Dávila 2008), it generated synergies that went beyond the sum of its parts. It was here where the reflexive, analytical, and interpretive capacity is evidenced, of and for the group. It exceeds the bounds of the “inside/outside” assertion, intricating rather than simplifying the dynamic and heterogeneous reality (Rappaport 2007). With the ‘debate groups’ we incorporated listening through conversation, without restrictions or urgency of our hectic schedules, or scheduled assembly work. More importantly, through this technique, we activated processes
of ‘de-authorization’ towards the work identified as ‘expert’ in the social sciences (Álvarez Veinguer and Olmos Alcaraz 2020), which served to start processes of ‘authorization’ by the Stop Eviction members. By this, we are not referring to disappearing or denying our knowledge, but to ‘decentering’ ourselves (Arribas 2015). In other words, attempting to place our knowledge at the same level as the knowledge constructed by the rest of the people, as well as recognizing and valuing any proposal that arose in the groups. This caused a certain loss in the control of the process, but we understood that even with the inherent uncertainty, this technique would potentially afford us access to experiences that otherwise would not be possible, opening a possible co-analysis window.

Collaborative work strains the production and validation of knowledge mechanisms since it questions the dichotomies of objectivity-subjectivity and theory-practice, among others (Lassiter 2004; Rappaport 2007; Dietz and Álvarez Veinguer 2014; Arribas 2015; Leyva 2018).12 We experienced this in our ‘debate groups’ in two concrete ways. On the one hand, because we eliminated the category of the informant, we did not see the subjects of the research as those providing inherent information to the expert for it to then be analyzed. Instead, they were subjects that together and with whom we reflected collectively. On the other hand, it was because we also abandoned the idea that only the expert investigator was capable of having and generating valid knowledge.13 In this way, when the informant category stops making sense, and we begin to understand the subjects as epistemic colleagues (Holmes and Marcus 2008:84), the spaces of fieldwork transform into spaces of encounter and “reflexive dialoguing” (Arribas 2015:61). In this way, the “epistemological status of the fieldwork” (Vasco 2002:3 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]) is restructured. We no longer have to go to the ‘field’ to collect data, but rather, we are in the ‘field’ to meet and build knowledge through co-analysis.14 The ‘group debate’ experience should not be just a mere participatory diagnostic. They were processes of concerted active listening to collectively build the research. These were not established as a concrete ‘action plan’ beforehand, but rather were derivatives of the shared process. We shall narrate this last point in the following section, focusing on our collective reflections and how these have framed the possibility of continuing to co-investigate.

The ‘Debate Groups’ Content: Designing the ‘Whats’ of the Research

The content of the ‘debate groups’ was built according to the emerging themes that were identified as necessary in each session. Among various questions, our guiding compass was always pointing at the collective uniting us, SEG15M. As it appears in

12 Practice, from the most traditional research, is conceived as a set of material activities (far from the theory), or as purely individual actions. This conception of practice, as Vasco (2002:3 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]) states, entails that “a specific territorial space is constructed for ethnographic research, designating a particular space for the practice and another for the theory,” and not just a territorial space but a temporality as well—first the world of the subject matters and then that of the researcher and subject of knowledge.

13 Assuming consequently that the processes of knowledge validation are based on the division between knowing and feeling, between what is knowledge and experience. As Suárez-Krabbe (2011:192 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]) maintains, “borders that define the field of interaction differentiate what is relevant and irrelevant in scientific research; what establishes knowledge or non-knowledge.”

14 We defined co-theorization as “the collective production of conceptual vehicles that are based on both a theoretical anthropological concept and on concepts developed by our interlocutors” (Rappaport 2008:5). Thus, we prefer to speak of co-analysis because during the debate groups, we analyzed and reflected critically on various topics related to the SEG15M, but we did not construct theoretical meaning or abstract thought.
the charter document, SEG15M is an assembly-led movement that promotes collective decision making, diffusion of information, and the sharing of tasks and responsibilities—to fight for dignified housing for everyone. From this, the act of participating (acting together before others with the same level of engagement) and communicating (sharing information with others) emerged in the debate groups as fundamental actions for SEG15M to remain operational. These two points needed ongoing consideration to improve the collective’s function. Beyond these, other questions appeared. The first meetings focused more on personal aspects, where the memories about the initial encounters within the collective took center stage. The ‘debate groups’ members had joined the collective from very different walks of life and at different times. Some had been members for over a year, while others had been part of the collective since its inception. At this point, we paused to reflect on more formal group questions, where the assemblies and their functions took on more prominence. Some included: improving the time management; working on inclusive participation; rethinking the moderation function of the assemblies; conducting thematic assemblies; working on the assembly’s ambiance; or active listening. On the other hand, we emphasized the need to pay more attention to collective emotional support. An example of this would be advocating a no-blame atmosphere for new arrivals of the collective. We agreed that all of these should be carried out and placed at the heart of SEG15M; specifically, to work on active listening, empathizing more with new arrivals, and interpreting internal complaints as ‘suggestions’ rather than ‘demands.’ In the next section, we will focus on each of these key points (to participate and to communicate) as central questions for the ‘debate groups’; also, we will expand on how working on them led to the advancement of the ‘whats’ of the research materializing into different audio and visual products, and the development of the soap opera.

Participate: Creating in Common

In the ‘debate groups,’ we shared that one of the readings that housing movements have been able to elaborate—including SEG15M—is that change will only be possible if many people get involved. Therefore, to obtain results, broader and more active participation must be counted on. However, what did it mean to participate in a collective like SEG15M? The struggle for the right to housing has reconfigured social movements: people are organizing around concrete issues and not ideologies. Traditionally, Spanish housing movements were composed of youths with unstable wages, or jobs, who organized to emancipate from their familial homes. In the case of SEG15M, however, it was mostly composed of “families affected by mortgage foreclosure proceedings” (Colau and Alemany 2012:193 [trans. AA V, RGS, and AOA]). This was a new scenario where it was vital to think of strategies for “incorporating those who do not enter the model of an available, educated, and digitally connected activist” (Marin 2015:1 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). These being “normal, modest, and of the street people” (Mangot 2013a:78 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). We agreed that the collective housed individuals from distinct backgrounds, many of which never had previous experiences participating in a socio-political event, “we opened our own eyes” (Group C, Session 1).

This heterogeneity makes SEG15M widely diverse, and one of its virtues is that it offered people a space
to “articulate their struggle and grow as an activist, empowering themselves and going from victim to affected, and affected to activist” (Adel, Lara, and Mártemol 2014:14 [trans. AA V, RGS, and AOA]). A transformation that implies breaking from deep-seated notions and signaling that not only a change in the way of proceeding is taking place but also a transformation of subjectivity: “I now feel like a different person” (Group A, Session 1). We conceded that actively participating in collective and democratic decision-making processes caused measurable results in people’s daily lives. It caused “a shift in focus in regards to the political process; going from being considered as a distant and unalterable reality to being a set of actions and reactions on which it is possible to exert decisive influence” (Adel et al. 2014:14 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). For this, we pointed out, the collective needed to make people see beyond their cases and participate in the political process:

People come to our group after receiving a tremendous blow…and we, as a group, have to build. And to build is that when someone arrives at the group, the thing to do, as a priority task, is to show them that the group will not solve their case. The group is working for the right to dignified housing; solving their case is but a step in the journey. However, let us be clear, [fixing cases] is not the objective. [Group B, session 4]

One of the most recurring issues at the assemblies is for the collective to make clear that it is not a non-governmental organization (NGO) and does not provide a social aid program. That is, that SEG15M is not a traditional advisory service where a person can relate their problem to a more knowledgeable person and then wait for it to be resolved. Instead, it means that all need to fight together to achieve results. Moreover, the collective’s bylaws clarify: “those individuals who participate in counseling and have working legal knowledge (lawyers, jurists, etc.), should share their knowledge in the assembly while avoiding the role of experts, making it clear that everyone’s involvement is necessary to reach a solution” (SEG15M 2014 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). As previously stated, the collectively shared advice was one of the main characteristics of this social movement. In fact, “it has proven to be an essential and transformative tool that helps those affected to confront a problem that normally overwhelms them, while concurrently, losing the fear, shame, and feelings of failure associated with the process” (Colau and Alemany 2012:99 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). During the ‘debate groups’ sessions, these techniques also allowed us to: (1) create a safe and secure space, (2) socialize tools and knowledge, and (3) be active participants. That is to say, going from being a victim, assisted by an expert, to “becoming an active transmitting agent of knowledge” (Colau and Alemany 2012:100 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). Many times, this change can be difficult to adopt for it means breaking from deeply ingrained notions and biases. It is also a long molding process where some individuals do not understand how the collective works and leave in frustration. “Some people have come to [SEG15M] and left without grasping the movement. Of course, in one assembly, you cannot get the direction to this, you have to come [much] more” (Group A, session 1). This misunderstanding aspect, we contended, was due to the very nature of the movement, which at times contradicted people’s long-held beliefs. “There are people who come off the couch, obeying the boss and never questioning anything; breaking with that hierarchical discipline is not from one day to the next” (Group A, session 1). Notwithstanding, not everyone leaves: “The few people I know who have been catching the direction of this have done
so because of that collective learning of knowing, being able, deciding what to do, and to debate has been an education, done little by little, in a you-to-you or you-with-another dialogue” (Group A, session 2).

The collective works as both a space for mutual aid meetings and as a politicization learning in which anyone can help or be helped. In some ‘debate group’ sessions, we remembered how at the beginning of the collective, none of the members knew about mortgages or how to negotiate with financial institutions. “It was there that we realized that if you learn tools, learn knowledge, and you're collectively together with people, you can achieve many things. Those first examples were very valuable to continue” (Group A, session 1). For this reason, one of SEG15M’s objectives was to obtain broader and deeper participation of those who pass through it. “Big or small, everything is useful” (Group C, session 2).

Participation was necessary not only of those who were able to and could dedicate a lot of time but also of those who did not. It was here where a question of how to improve the collective surfaced: How do we get new arrivals at SEG15M to stay and assume responsibilities? How do we transform those affected into activists? We began by inverting the line of reasoning by asking not just about why people were leaving SEG15M but also what was being done by the group so that these people did not stay:

The problem is that when people don’t participate, we look too much at each other and not enough at what we're doing ourselves. If we don't even know how to hold a meeting and talk about what we need to talk about...What can we demand of a new arrival? To be more than you? It’s impossible. We cannot grow by hoping that others come with the desire to make the revolution. [Group A, session 3]

From this diagnosis, we reflected on concrete proposals that would reverse the situation. The first of these dealt with how to improve the reception of newcomers:

The first thing the assembly has to do is to ask how many new cases there are and explain to them how we function; what the assembly consists of and how it will be held. That takes time, but you always have to direct the assembly at the new arrivals. Why? Because those of us there already know how we function. [Group A, session 2]

Beyond the reception phase, there was also the listening to consider:

I also believe that people are not being listened to in the manner they should be listened to. Because many times, new people are not allowed to explain themselves. For them, the first day is like a psychological session. You have to let them at least vent some steam. [Group B, session 4]

We all agreed that if the assemblies were more pleasant and efficient, then the attendance would improve. After which, welcoming new arrivals would take prominence. “Listening, respecting them when they cry, and letting them see that [whoever] speaks to them has gone through something similar” (Marin 2013:3 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]).

The second proposal that emerged in the groups dealt with the initial procedure for new cases. Commonly, a new arrival at a SEG15M assembly is assigned to a support group that will accompany them in solving their situation. However, this assistance...
was not always done correctly. It was being provided as help and not as an empowering opportunity. “First we have to see where the error is. The mistake is that I helped a person and in the way, I helped them…” (Group A, session 3). We realized that the individuals who had stayed the longest in SEG15M were the ones who took the longest to resolve their case. They had struggled a lot and learned. In contrast, those whose cases were quickly resolved ended up leaving. “That paternalism, that assistance that we give them by doing things for them, solving their problem, makes them feel useless. If they don’t feel useful, why are they going to stay? What are they going to do here?” (Group B, session 1). A possible solution was to initiate a mentoring practice by older colleagues for newcomers, lasting two or three months. Such close accompaniment would allow the creation of ties, which will help us see the collective in “a different light and my problem in another way. Whether a person stays or leaves, this is not in the assembly, nor in the formation. It is in the treatment we give to each of those we accompany” (Group A, session 2).

The third proposal dealt with the various tasks performed in the collective. For many, SEG15M would become a family, one that endures and always has tasks to do. We reasoned that for the community in which, and for which, it struggles to flourish, each person needed to contribute their knowledge. A principal problem of this was that new arrivals did not know what could be done. Coupled with the sheltering assistance that sometimes occurred, it led to newcomers feeling useless. A female colleague suggested making a list of tasks that could be carried out within the group. By “communicating our interests and strengths, as well as our doubts, we can find the best way to participate in one’s interest” (PAH Vellekas 2016:4 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]).

“There are thousands of things and many ways to collaborate, but something should be created to keep him there and for people to know what the tasks are” (Group B, session 2). It was furthered that there should also be a rotation of tasks so as not to rank them:

If at a certain moment, someone important from the collective, one who has been involved the longest, says, “I'll clean with you, I'll sign up!” that elevates it, and it doesn't come across as someone who doesn’t know what they're doing. You're honoring it. How do you then tell someone that his work is marvelous if nobody wants it and the same person always does it? [Group B, session 2]

Having analyzed the different aspects of the group participation dynamics, their implications, and meanings for SEG15M, as well as how the ‘debate groups’ outlined the ‘whats’ of the research, we shall next reflect on the second crucial element, to communicate.

**Communicate: A Bi-Directional Process of Inward and Outward**

One of the collective’s main accomplishments—along with the rest of the movements’ fighting for housing rights—has been to supplant the discourse that blamed the victims for their situations and evictions, telling them that they had “lived beyond their means” (Suárez 2014:85 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]), for holding the banks and governments accountable for promoting the housing bubble, over-indebtedness, and for approving unfair laws. This accomplishment has been possible, in part, by its multiple communicative practices. We will focus more on the external communication of SEG15M, noting that the collective’s internal communication...
was fundamental and efficient in mobilizing people. Once again, group assemblies are a positive example of spaces where everyone was invited to participate and exchange their knowledge, as well as being instances of active communication.

One of the aspects debated the most during the ‘debate groups’ had to do with communication between the movement and other social agents. Social communication, the way in which Stop Evictions communicated with society, and in turn, how it viewed and acted towards the collective itself, emerged as one of the main difficulties for the group. “People don’t know what SEG15M is, nor how it functions nor how it is...There’s very little information outside” (Group C, session 1). However, this was not exclusively a fault of their own. “For a long time, the mortgage drama faced by hundreds of thousands of families didn’t resonate in the media to the proportion of the problem” (Colau and Alemany 2012:163 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). Thousands of families lived silenced and in solitude. It was a drama that did not transcend into the public dialogue, an opaqueness due to unawareness. We shared that for many, before joining the group, SEG15M seemed like a group of “squatters, with nothing else to lose” (Group C, session 1). “Everything with long hair and dog” (Group C, session 1).

To reverse the obscurity, SEG15M began a weekly and public class-action claim against and in front of financial institutions. These demonstrations and mobilizations were established to not only “publicly expose who the culprits were but, above all, to start a process of blamelessness” (Adel et al. 2014:10 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]) for the families who were experiencing evictions, defaults on mortgages or rents, and occupational scenarios.

The ‘debate groups’ reasoned that although the solutions to the evictions lay in the domain of institutional policy, it was still fundamental to carry out direct public actions. This was an assertion that “the affected cannot sit idly dreaming of new legislation” (Huerga 2015:62 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). The group’s action protests were principally two: the aforementioned public protest against the banking organizations and the halting of evictions. The action of meeting at the bank’s door with other affected people was designed to force collective bargaining. It is a tool to put pressure that also “presents to generate social support by publicly showing the bank’s unfair, immoral, and dishonest practices” (Colau and Alemany 2012:203 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). In some of the debate sessions, it was recognized that due to new arrivals not possessing previous demonstration experience, which at times generated fear or misgivings, the group needed to “encourage people to take actions...we have to awaken that feeling of solidarity because we cannot compel anyone” (Group C, session 4).

The halting of evictions is another demand practice used by the collective. It is an act of civil disobedience by peacefully intervening with people at the door of the affected house, defying court orders. This type of action conforms to the collective’s public image, hence, its name. This act of disobedience “shelters itself in a superior jurisdiction, which the Spanish state systematically violates, human rights” (Colau and Alemany 2012:124 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). We reflected that many people at SEG15M did not know or were unclear on what civil disobedience was and had never thought of practicing it. Moreover, we deliberated on how the perception of civil disobedience still varied after having the option of participating in one. Now, many see it as “a normal practice and as a moral obligation before
an unjust law” (Mir et al. 2013:58 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]).

Even though SEG15M used these two aforementioned advocacy strategies to give itself visibility, the ‘debate groups’ countered that it was not enough and that it was necessary to go further to try to occupy both the media and the public space. On the one hand, we needed to appear on the streets in various ways, differently than before, and go beyond the weekly action meetings. “One thing that worked well that I no longer see being done was going to schools and street markets. You talked to people, and it worked...even in the neighborhood squares” (Group B, session 3). Many times, people believe that the collective only focuses on stopping evictions, and it needed to explain that it was more than that, that anyone could join and not just those in need of foreclosure help. Another proposal was:

To commandeer a central spot and start talking with people that this exists [the collective]. Because there are more people than we think who are silenced and don’t know what we do...or make a large assembly, each of us with our folding chairs gets together in a central location and conducts our assembly there. Take our megaphone, t-shirts, and make ourselves known. The same that we do here [in the collective], but there. [Group C, session 1]

We also noted the importance of not only demonstrating how SEG15M works but also of showcasing the movement’s victories and achievements; the cases in which people solved their housing issues:

One way to attract, and make this attractive is to run a mega marketing campaign...What you have to do here is to make people tell their problems and what steps they took to solve them, with videos in a documentary style. It’s important to show that people have solved their own problems. [Group C, session 2]

Another issue deliberated on was the tone in which said actions would be implemented. As a group, we ultimately chose to promote festive strategies, as they were at the start of the collective. It was something that surprised people, considering the pressing issue. More importantly, it attracted newcomers to activism. Dancing, singing, or laughing also helps to “promote an image of the affected that is contrary to that of victims” (Sanz 2017:2 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). Finally, we pointed out that we needed to develop other communicative strategies as entertainment—to create events and fun products that infectiously and subtly engage people alike. “We could do a karaoke at the door of the bank, inviting people to sing with us” (Group C, session 4).

As one can see, the analysis that is done by the group about the forms and needs to communicate more and differently makes it a central key aspect of the operational dynamics of SEG15M. Its emergence, along with the previously analyzed participation, became a topic of great interest in the ‘debate groups.’ It entailed a decisive element for the collective construction of the research project. At its center were other ways of doing ethnography. Through alternative forms of participating and communicating, different ways of storytelling and conducting research began to take shape. The transmedia project and the radio soap opera were not born in the investigator’s work desk but rather emerged from the ‘debates groups’ where there was a need to communicate and participate differently. This concern also directly questioned those of us who have dedicated ourselves to ethnographic research since we have been reflecting and writing on the need of deploy-
In Closing. To Participate and to Communicate: Framing the ‘Whats’ and ‘Hows’

At the methodological level, to participate and communicate have been the two frameworks on which the entire active listening process is based, as exhibited by the ‘debate groups.’ Faced with the act of ‘grasping’ lectures and narratives produced by the ‘debate groups,’ we became interested in the production of knowledge in all directions and did not just experiment through a specific investigative process but also deploying learning in common with all the various parts involved, from the ‘whats’ to the ‘hows.’

In the dimension of the ‘whats’ and ‘hows’ of participating, it has been a collective affirmation of commitment and willingness to be involved against a solitary struggle: to participate, get involved, and commit with the understanding that “being is with the others” (Garcés 2009 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]). Communicating was understood as a bidirectional process towards the interior of the group and outwards. Firstly, inward to its less involved and committed members. Secondly, an intragroup communication that is part of the ‘debate groups.’ Thirdly, to communicate to connect from the SEG15M collective to the city in which the movement takes place, converting themselves into producers and representatives, not consumers of the collective’s content. To participate and communicate have emerged as two pillars of the practice of politicizing the suffering (Fernández-Savater 2008; Álvarez Veinguer and Sebastiani 2019), as well as being artifacts of shared construction. A leitmotif of the ‘debate groups’ borrowed from Marina Garcé’s (2009 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]) series of questions: “How can one be in the world, involving oneself beyond the roles of viewers and consumers? What does it mean to intervene? How to disassociate from being a spectator and actively make the world instead of consuming its objects and experiences?” Further still, “How do you activate civic engagement?” (Garcés 2012 [trans. AAV, RGS, and AOA]).

Returning to our starting point, the ‘debate groups’ were deployed to collectively define what we wanted to investigate—a collective process within a movement that fights for the right to decent housing; while placing in the center of the questions and objectives of the research, the will to influence, intervene and transform the world we inhabit (Freire 1970; Fals Borda 1986; Santos 2019). All the while, appealing to the ethical-epistemological responsibility of research. The ‘whats’ were not born as purely intellectual questions, artificially manufactured on the investigator’s ‘desk work.’ They were built in an artisanal way (Santos 2019), slowly and calmly from the group’s discomforts and feelings, as enunciated and transmitted in long listening sessions. This process radically transformed the traditional formulation of the ‘whats’ and the initial investigative queries to meet the demands of the group undergoing a collaborative ethnography. All to leave behind the operational scenario of academic or militant research (Hale 2008).

After this investigative year-long process, we started a transmedia project to abridge the revolving pillars of participation and communication.16 We learned to make and produce videos, an image bank and

16 A creative and collaborative story made up of several others, where anyone can contribute through what they know or want.
express ourselves in a new visual language while navigating through all the created material. At the methodological level, we deemed it important to deconstruct the academic literature (Santos 2019) and experiment with alternative ways of visually summarizing the collectively-lived experiences (Gray et al. 2020). It was no small feat to stop passively consuming audiovisual products and collectively and collaboratively produce one. We understood that as it had occurred in the ‘debate groups,’ the politicization of suffering and the processes of political arrangements would require contrasting forms of conducting and presenting research (Álvarez Veinguer and Sebastiani 2019).

The first product was a promotional video encapsulating the movement. We also produced a video of a ‘reporter on the street’ asking passerby’s opinions and knowledge about evictions, their numbers in Granada and Andalusia, and about the Stop Evictions movements. In the summer of 2018, we started working on a radio soap opera because we decided to draw on the communal narratives to experiment with other types of registers and uncommon grammars in an academic context (Simon, Bibeau, and Villada 2003).

Following ethnographic fictions as a methodology, it allowed us to construct reality-based narratives, written as a tale or story. This creative product of fiction, that incorporated memory, research, and imagination, has enormous potential because it transforms individual experiences into a commonly constructed plot. A fictional account that begins in the first person (‘I’), coupled with the groups’ lived experiences, is then transposed to other ways of storytelling, self-reflection, and analysis on each one of the narratives being constructed (LaMarre and Rice 2016).

The radio soap opera, as a means to communicate and participate, is a product that allows us to directly address both pillars at the intra- and inter-group level. Further still, via fiction, it can directly connect the experiences of the affected people with the listeners. For over a year, it has been allowing the building of connections and affections in each of the weekly meetings. This is a type of communal engagement, drawn from stories we like to share. It is a wishful space that exceeds and binds us with what affects the group, from the joy, laughter, and fears, to the creative imaginative moments, politicizing the actions of communication, and participation from shared narratives.

There is no single way of understanding and practicing collaborative ethnography, and in the last decade, several genealogies underline this (Álvarez Veinguer, Arribas, and Dietz 2020). Throughout our co-research process with SEG15M (which began 6 years ago), we have focused our interest on constructing the research in common (the research questions, as well as the methodological approach), adapting ourselves at all times to the group, its characteristics, and its interests. This has implied recognizing other know-how (beyond scientific and expert knowledge) and seeking other ways of incorporating the centrality of the group and the production of knowledge in common. In our case, instead of the individual as the main actor of the research—the central producer of knowledge—we assumed co-research as a horizon that has enabled another way of constructing social

---

17 See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X905BLSYUg&feature=emb_title.
18 See: https://afectadosporlahipotecagranada.com/reporteros-y-reporteras-stop-desahucios-granada-15m/?fbclid=IwAR2OXkRbdkvM8wkNCTLPHF5ubsTM9KhFBwCBoIoO-YMJesx2ETINS08Azsw.
19 In June 2018, we organized a course on community narratives within the framework of our project. It was taught by colleagues from the New York team: Angel Luis Lara, professor at SUNY and professional screenwriter, and some colleagues who were producing a radio soap opera in New York on the life experiences of Mexican migrant women in the US.
research. In our experience, this has meant a substantial change in the traditional logic of who formulates the research questions, how the methodology and techniques to be applied are decided since we have tried to decentralize the researcher—to build the process of co-research from the ‘debate groups.’ This has involved two major changes, as we have been pointing out in this paper: (i) on the one hand, the research questions have not been formulated by the university researcher, but collectively, through a long process of listening through the ‘debate groups’; (ii) on the other hand, it has also allowed the building of a solid link between the people who have participated in the process. The work developed since 2018 in the radio soap opera has evidenced a strong commitment and enormous level of responsibility that everyone has assumed and manifested both with the process and with the product, an engagement that we had not been able to detect and perceive in more traditional research experiences. All the people have been linked amazingly with something that they have verbalized and felt like their own (not as something foreign and imposed), because it went through them and affected them, and it is being built collectively.
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